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What a difference a day makes! The Commission on General Conference has officially postponed the 2020GC until 2021
due to the Corona Virus restrictions on travel and gatherings. As our calendars empty from cancellations our heads fill
with uncertainty about how and when life will move again. But some things can be said with confidence:
1. There will be a reschedule of the General Conference. Ideas about holding an electronic General Conference are
recognized by all as being unworkable--given language differences and internet accessibility issues. It is possible the
General Conference could be scheduled for May of 2021 but we just don’t know anything. The WCA is advocating for a
shortened General Conference of 4-5 days focused on the protocol and essential legislative items only. The Commission
on the General Conference is the authority on this matter.
2. The Protocol for Separation is gaining strength and the odds of its adoption are going up. All the major
progressive, traditionalist and centrist groups have endorsed it. There is wide-spread agreement that the UMC must
separate. Several Annual Conference delegations have endorsed it. The African Initiative group has endorsed it. There is
no organized opposition to it. The protocol will most likely pass but the time line will need to be reset based on whenever
the General Conference occurs.
3. The Africans are poised to migrate to the new Methodist denomination. WCA leaders recently returned from
African where we met with bishops and leaders from all African Conferences. The Africans endorse the protocol. They will
attempt to make some changes including rights to the name and logo and a 57% voting threshold for their Annual
Conferences. Yet even if these changes fail, the Africans will support the Protocol. There are differences between some
African Bishops and their conference delegations but overall the Africans want to be a part of the new traditionalist
Methodist denomination and it is highly likely they will.
4. The Traditionalist coalition is growing. By now you’ve read the joint agreement between traditionalist bishops, the
WCA and other leaders. There is broad agreement on the draft Book of Doctrines and Discipline. There are differences
over the timing and formation of the convening conference. A transitional council is forming that will operate from the
doctrinal statement of the WCA while utilizing the polity of the current United Methodist Book of Discipline to administer
the church until the convening General Conference. This council will include retired United Methodist Bishops, Africans,
Koreans and a diversity of clergy, laity, women and men.
5. The legal structure is in place to offer a blanket 501c3 tax exempt status to all churches that join.
The path to separation is becoming clearer and more certain by the day. That being said, Covid-19 has gotten in the way
and we will all need to be patient yet some more. I would not recommend that churches act impulsively to pursue
disaffiliation under the current Discipline. It’s complicated, time-consuming and potentially very costly to your
congregation. The protocol offers a much cleaner path. Wait for it, its coming--like the rain cloud spotted by Elijah that
broke three years drought in Israel. A cleansing, refreshing rain is coming.
Many laity and local churches are still ignorant of the magnitude of the issues facing the denomination. Some are only
now beginning to become aware of the situation. Many congregations are unaware of the WCA or the emerging shape of
the new Methodist denomination. Progressive clergy have not been friendly to the idea of exposing their churches to this
information. We will need to politely approach them or work around them if necessary. Every lay United Methodist
deserves a fair hearing from Traditionalist leaders of the advantages of the new Methodist denomination. God has given
us more time to continue to reach out and build our network here in Michigan

